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l. Introduction 
This paper is an elaboration of the preceding paper for the special 
case of a halfplane. Therefore, it may be considered as a companion to 
the third paper in this series in which the same problem has been solved 
with simpler boundary conditions. 
The problem to be considered here may be formulated in Cartesian 
coordinates by 
( l.l) y>O (:;2 + ()():2- 1) G(x, y, Xo, Yo)=- o(x- Xo)o(y- yo), 
(1.2) y=O, x>O ()G . ()G cos y1 ()y - sm Yl ()x - ch cx1 G = 0, 
(1.3) y=O, x<O ()G . ()G cos y2 ()y - sm y2 ()x - ch cx2 G = 0. 
It will be assumed that for j = l, 2 
(1.4) 
- !n < Re YJ ~ !n , 0 ~ Im CXJ < n. 
The notation differs slightly from that of the previous paper where in 
the boundary conditions (1.2) and (1.3) ch CXJ was replaced by sin {11• 
However, this means that whenever comparison is needed we may perform 
the substitution CXJ = (!n- flt)i. 
The treatment of this paper is very similar to that of the general problem 
in IV. The Hilbert problem which was studied there reduces now to a 
Wiener-Hopf problem of the ordinary kind. 
The factorization of the kernel function solves the homogeneous problem 
which is the subject of section 2. The finding of a Green's function which 
is considered in section 3 is now an easy matter. In the final section the 
particular case is studied which arises when there is a single boundary 
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condition for the total X-axis. However, the solution of the latter problem 
does not generally admit of a simple geometrical interpretation as that 
given in II section 4. 
It is intended to end this series with an extension of the well-known 
Sommerfield problem of diffraction round an edge. 
2. The F-problem 
Putting 
00 
(2.1) F(x, y) =! J exp {- (ix shw + y chw)} f(w)dw, 
-oo 
the boundary conditions (1.2) and (1.3) give 
00 
(2.2) J e-ix shw j1(w) chw dw = 0, 
-oo 
with j=l for x>O and j=2 for x<O, and where ft(w) is defined by 
(2.3) chw ft(w) def {ch (w- iyJ) + ch .x1} f(w). 
The function /l(w) should be holomorphic in the lower strip -n<Im w<O 
with a point of symmetry at -lni, the function /2(w) is holomorphic in 
the upper strip 0 < Im w < :n; with a point of symmetry at !m. 
Elimination of f(w) yields a homogeneous Hilbert problem 
(2.4) /I(w) 
where the equality holds for real w. We note that (2.4) represents a Hilbert 
problem of the more conventional type in the full z-plane which is obtained 
from the w-plane by the transformation z=sh w. 
This problem has the solution (cf. III 2.8) 
(2.5) y,-,. { 1 00 cht } j1(w) = (shw)_"_ exp - iy1 - -2 . j In Q(t) ht h dt , :n;I 00 s-sw 
where 
(2.6) 
In order to get a better representation of say /2(w) we differentiate 
(2.5) logarithmically and proceed as in III section 2. We have at first 
(2.7) l ~In 2 w = _1 J { sh (t-iy2) _ sh (t-iy1) } . dw f ( ) 2m -oo ch (t- iy2) + ch .x2 ch (t- iy1) + ch .x1 
. chw dt. 
sht-shw 
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Then applying the Fourier transform III (2.11) and using the following 
generalization of III (2.12) 
(2.8) 1 Joo ·t sh (t-iy) d e-l'u cos IX u - e• u t = -.....,----2ni _00 ch (t-iy)+chiX sh nu ' 
valid for IRe yl +lim £XI <n we obtain 
(2 9) w -00 ) 
dd ln f2(w) = J sin {u(!ni-w)} · 
· . cos 1X2U exp {- ( !n + y2)u} - cos iXIU exp {- ( !n + YI)u} du. 
sh2nu 
If the following function is introduced 
(2.10) *( ) def Joo 1- cos tz sh yt cos £Xt dt 
e z, y, IX =exp t sh2nt ' 
-oo 
where 1Imzl<2n-1Reyi-1Im£XI, we may write 
(2.11) *(1 . 1 ) t ( ) = e 2 n1 - w, 2 n + y2, IX2 2 w e*(!ni- w, !n + Yl. lXI)' 
and likewise 
(2.12) 
The function introduced by (2.10) is closely related to the function 
e(z, y, {3) which has been used in the previous paper (cf. IV 2.11). 
We note the obvious relations e*(O; y, IX)= 1, and 
(2.13) e*( -z, y, IX)= e*(z, y, IX}, e*(z,-y, IX) e*(z, y, IX)= 1. 
Further we have the functional relations 
(2.14) 
and 
(2.15) 
e*(z +in, y, IX) 
e*(z- in, y, IX) 
ch (z + iy) + ch IX 
ch (z- iy) + ch IX' 
*( 1 . .l ) e z- 2m, y + 2n, IX _ O{ h ( _. ) h } 
* ( 1 . 1 ) - c z lY + c IX • e z+ 2nl, y- 2 n, IX 
In view of (2.13) the relation (2.14) follows easily from (2.15). The latter 
relation may be proved by means of (2.10) by applying logarithmic 
differentiation. For the left-hand side of (2.14) this operation gives 
! j sin (z-iy)t cos £Xt dt 
_ 00 shnt ' 
which by using III (6.2) equals 
l{h.l( · ) hl(. )}- sh(z-iy) 
2 t 2 Z-Iy+IX +t 2 Z-Iy-IX - h ( · ) h ' 
C Z -Iy + C IX 
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which is rightly the logarithmic derivative of the right-hand side of (2.14). 
Substitution of (2.11) and (2.12) in (2.4) and using the functional 
relation (2.14) shows that both sides of (2.4) can be represented by the 
function 
(2.16) K( ) defe*(w + !ni, Y2 -}n,1X2) w - *( .l . 1 ) • e w - 2n1, Yt + yn, 1Xt 
The poles and the zeros of e*(z, y, 1X) cannot easily be derived from 
those of e(z, y, {3) for arbitrary () since the special case O=n gives rise to 
confluences. The following derivation shows in fact that the poles and 
zeros appear with an increasing multiplicity. From (2.10) there follows 
00 1 - cos tz 00 
= 2 J ! (ne-<2mz-y-lo;)l_ ne-<2mi+Y+I"') l)dt= 
0 t n=l 
,~1 n ln ( 1 + (2nn _z;- i1X)2) ( 1 + (2nn +z; + i1X)2) -l, 
so that finally (at least formally) 
(2.17) * _ 00 {z2+ (2nn-y-i1X)2}n e (z, y, 1X) - IT 2 (2 . )2 • 
n=l z + nn+y+IiX 
From (2.10) the following asymptotic behaviour can be derived for 
Re z -++oo 
(2.18} In e*(z, y, 1X) = yz + 0 + O(ze-z), 
n 
where 0 is some constant. 
Hence we obtain from (2.16) the estimation 
(2.19) 
Since the solution (2.1) may be written as 
00 
(2.20) F(x, y) = l f exp {- (ix shw + y chw)} chw K(w) dw, 
-oo 
it follows that there is a regular solution with a finite limit at the origin 
for Re Yl > Re Y2· If Re Yt = Re y2 the solution (2.20) is logarithmic at 
the origin. The "higher" solutions Fm(x, y) are of the form (cf. III 2.19) 
with m=1, 2, 3 .... 
00 
(2.21) Fm(x, y) = l f exp {- (ix shw + y chw)} chw shmw K(w)dw. 
-oo 
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3. The G-problem 
A solution of the G-problem may be represented by (cf. III 3.1) 
! 2nG(x, y, xo, yo)= Ko(V(x- xo)2 + (y- Yo)2) + (3-1) +! j exp- (ix shw + y chw) g(w)dw. 
-oo 
By using the formula III (3.2) the boundary conditions require the exis-
tence of holomorphic functions Yi(w) where g1(w) is holomorphic in the 
lower strip - n < Im w < 0 and symmetric with respect to - !ni, and 
where g2(w) is holomorphic in the upper strip O<Im w<n and symmetric 
with respect to !ni. These functions are defined by (cf. 2.3 and III 3.4) 
(3.2) { chw g1(w) = {ch (w-iyJ) + ch rx1} g(w)- {ch (w+iy1)- ch rxJ} 
exp (ixo shw-yo chw). 
Elimination of g(w) leads to the non-homogeneous Hilbert problem 
(3.3) ) 
chw g2(w) chw g1(w) 
ch (w-iy2)+chrx2- ch (w-iy1)+chrx1 = 
{ch(w + iy1)- chrx1 ch(w+ iy2)- ch rx2} (" h h ) = . - . expixosw-yocw. 
ch(w -1y1) + chrx1 ch(w-1y2) + ch rx2 
Introducing the functions j1(w) defined by (2.11) and (2.12) and using 
the function K(w) defined by (2.16) we may write (3.3) in the essentially 
simpler form 
(3.4) g2(w) _ g1(w) = h(w) 
/2(w) /l(w) ' 
where h(w) is defined by 
(3.5) ! chw K(w) h(w) = {ch( w + iy1)- chrx1 ch( w + iy2) - chrx2} (. h h ) = . - . exp IXo s w - Yo c w . 
ch( w -1y1) + chrx1 ch( w -1y2) + chrx2 
Since YJ(w)fj1(w) is holomorphic in the appropriate strip and symmetric 
with respect to - !ni for j = 1 and !ni for j = 2 the problem (3.4) has the 
solution (cf. III 3.8) 
(3.6) 1 Joo d shwo YJ(w) = -2 . fJ(w) h(wo) h h , 1tl -co s Wo- s w 
where -n<Imw<O for j=1 and O<Imw<n for j=2. 
The function g(w) appearing in the integrand on the righthand side of 
(3.1) is determined by (3.2) with either j = 1 or j = 2 and by (3.6). By 
7 Series A 
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using Plemelj's formula we may write (cf. III 3.10) for real w 
) 
( ) · 1 {ch(w+iy1)_:chcx1 ch(w+iy2)-chcx2} (' h h ) g w = 2 . + . exp IXo s w - Yo c w + 
ch ( w -1y1) + chcx1 ch ( w -1y2) + chcx2 
(3.7) . 
1 . '; d shwo 
+ -2 . chwK(w) ~ h(wo) h h . 
:7tl -oo s Wo- s w 
We note that in view of (2.19) g(w) behaves asymptotically as 
(3.8) 
y,-y, 1 
g(w) = O{(chw)_"_- }. 
Therefore the Green's func~ion (3.1) is always finite at the origin. 
4. A single boundary condition 
If there is a single boundary condition along the x-axis 
(4.1) ( (cos y :y - sin y :x -ch ex) G = 0, 
then in view of the fact that h(w) = 0 the solution of the G-problem 
reduces to the following simple form · 
l2:n:G(x, y, xo, Yo) = Ko(ll(x- xo)2 + (y- yo)2) + (4·2) 00 ch (w+iy)- ch ex 
+! f h( . ) h exp{-i(x-xo)shw-(y+y0)chw}dw. 
_ 00 C W-Iy +c iX 
If we define 
(4.3) 1 Joo ch (w+iy)- ch iX • R(x, y) = 2 h ( . ) h exp - (1x shw + y chw) dw, 
-00 c w -ly + c iX 
we may write (4.2) in the form (cf. II 5.2) 
(4.4) G(x, y, Xo, yo)= Go(x, y, Xo, yo)+ (2:n;)-1 R(x- Xo, y +yo), 
where the first term on the right-hand side is the Green's function in 
the full x, y-plane and where the second term represents some reflection 
at (xo, -yo). It is easily seen that 1) 
(4.5) ~ (cosy()~- siny ():- ch ex )R(x, y) = (cosy()~+ sinyb()x + ch ex)· 
~ . Ko (Vx2 + y2), 
which may give a geometrical interpretation to the kind of reflection. 
However, this is generally not of such a simple nature as in the sub-case 
of II section 5 where f3 = 0. If one tries to continue R(x, y) outside its 
1) The corresponding formula II 5.5 contains a misprint. 
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region of definition difficulties are also experienced. In polar coor~inates 
we may write 
(4.6) 
oo+lc h ( · ) h 
R 1 J c w+ 1y -c ex { • h ( . )}d (r, rp) = 2 h ( . ) h exp -Irs w- 1rp w; 
_ oo+lc C W- IY + C iX 
which is convergent in the half-plane sector 
(4.7) c<rp<c+:n:, 
provided the integrand has no pole. Continuation is permitted until 
(4.8) c=Re y±Im cx±:n:. 
Therefore continuation is possible in the wider sector 
(4.9) Re y+Im cx-:n:<rp<2:n:+Re y-Im ex. 
Now we see that in the subcase cx =!:n:i (fJ=O) there is just a full plane 
with a slit at the dipole line rp = Re y -t:n:. In the general case the situation 
is obviously more complicated. 
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